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Suit fJL!c/. Aga_inst UNM ·Senator

By 0.1\f. Flynn .
. aunng tl:)e tu;ne fo;r which he/she i$ ''s1ttmg as anASUNM senator and Michael Huston said he ·would be
LOBO Staff W~iter 11 1 1 .
. elected, may se~ye in any other
enjoying all rights and pivileges representing Roibal if the case goes
A suit has·· ~~en .flied ~J;e.P. ~/.~of the AS.lfJNM govermpent entitled thereof," Marshall said in to trial in stud~:nt court.
Marshall, Asso~1ated Stu~ents oT or9 lMt&fficers of~ASUNM: funded hisrequesnothe·courtThursday,
Huston saidRoibal was entitied
. .UNM (ASUl'fM) at~.i~~';~Af&..~l}izations, :.'unless he/she be
Marshall first made the an- to be a member of both bodies
agai.nst .~n A~Ul'l.; '.M se:.!.~!:~(i~W. s.e~.a. ~e rep. resentat.iv.e." · .no.un~ement of his.. su·i·t .at ..
a Senate becaus e PIRG is not actually
. a v10latton of the Senates c~m- ~. ~~uct1on, 1f placed on meetmg Wednesday. At the funded by ASUNM but has a
· stitutiQn. · .*' . ~ ~~......;.;.- ~ .....,....,~oi\:>al, '.~ill ;r.rohibit him from meeting, former PIRG Director separate contract with the
Ma~h~l srud hewtll o~.~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ask the student court for a tern.,...._:.:ow:
porary injuction against ASUNM St1nator Robert Roibal at an open
preliminary hearing. scheduled
today at 4 p.m. The hearing
location has not beert announced.
Roibal is a member of the board
of directors of N.M. Public Interest
Monday, AuguSt 29, 1977
Research· Group .(NMPIRG) as well ·
· as an ASUNM senator. The du~
membership is in violation of article
II, section 4 of the ASUNM
Constitution, Marshall said.
.
~pand
.,
The section of the consititution
referred to reads, "No §..Cnator,
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Malry
Announces
Candidac-y·
By MELANIE CARVER

LOBO Staff Writer
In announcing his . bid for
lieutenant governor in the 1978
election, Rep. Lenton Malry, (DBern), cited his legi$lative.record of
providing funds for UNM.
"The main thing I''ve done for
UN.M," he said," is to make sure
that they have been funded
properly."
· Malry said that he had P.assed
many bills to benefit UNM, such as
the proposal for the psychiatric
unit, and he said he had introduced
the bill for the new engineering
building. He is presently completing his ten~h year as a state
representative, and is chairman of
the.eclu~atio.n. ePmmittee.
Malary · holds a Ph.D. in administration from UNM and is

Popejoy Culture Costly

.J
l
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University.

Under the contract, all UNM
students carrying 12 or more hours
must pay an activities fee of$14, of
which $2 is earmarked for PIRG,
Although Roibal's election to the
PIRG Board of Directors and
ASUNM Senate was prior to the
ratification of the new constitution.
in June, "the consitutufon
super cedes everything,'' Marshall
said.
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While the previous constitution
also prohibited an ASUNM senator
from sitting on the PIR Board of
Directors, the new consitutuion
made the restrictions more specific,
Marshall said. ·
Todd Pink, chief justice Qf the
student court, said the hearing will
be held. to "clarify the positio.ns of
both parties and determine whether
a full hearing will be necessary in
the ca-se."
·

the University while fifty of them are. That is why
there is" a wide differential in the rent~ fees that are
• The cultural, educational and entertainment charged.
program put on by Popejoy Hall will cost the
The Popular Entertainment Committee (PEC) is
University at ie!lst $120,000 this year, according to· charged $175 for rent~ of the building and there is an
figures. given by William Martin, Popejoy Hall additional charge for manpower. Popejoy charges
director.
$4.50 an hour a person. The rental fees includes a
. Last year, Martin said, Popejoy's revenues totalled lighted, heated• and clean building. The PEC uses
$230,000 including money from tickets, endowment members of the Veteran's Organization for ushers.
ByD.M. nynn
grants, subsidies from the University, ASUNM and
Speakers pay $225 per engagement. The cost covers
LOBO
Staff Writer
·rental fees. However, he said the total operating cost everything from rostc:rs'to microphones.
.
The
growth
of
New Mexico will
for Popejoy was $250,000."
Martin said that when no tickets are sold the rental
be
dependent
on
the
progress made
In addition to costs incurred in operating the h~l, . fee is smaller.
in
education,
Gov.
Jerry
Apodaca
are costs of heating, electricity,
maintenance,
When business meetings rent Popejoy, the cost is
at
a
joint
session
of
said
Friday
custodians and plumbing. "Last year alone, Popejoy $500 or ten percent of the gross tickets sold. In such a.
three of his agencies.
Hall (overhead) cost the University $100,000" Martin. case_. the business pays the larger of the two amounts.
Apodaca spoke to approximately said. "We burned approximately 20,000 kilowatt
Martin described his obligation to the public like
. hours of electricity every hour.'' He said that with the _ this, ''I try to -establish for the dtX and University a 30 representatives of the Board of
rising cost of gas that. figure could go as high as superior cultural, educational and entertaining Economic Development (BED), the
dovernor's Council of Economic
$150,000 this year.
•
.program."
'
·
Advisors
and the New Mexico
Popejoy Hall houses approximately 150 perforStudents belonging to GSA and ASUNM are given
International
Trade Commission
mances a year, and is open 365 days a year for 75 "/o discount on subscriptions. Martin said, "for
(NMITC).
rehearsals, set ups and performances.
approximately, $50, a student can see 60 professional
"The institutions that we have
One hundred of those performances are not done by programs throughout his f()ur years of study."
now (including· UNM) are
somewhat limited physically,
financially~and "0therwise to train
the people of .this state for future
growth," the governor said.
"I think that educationally we've
got to prepare ourselves for
potential growth. ' 1
By LORI LACEDONIA
LOBO Stliff Wriler .
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Representative Lenton Malry
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presently the Equal Opportunity
Officer for the Albuquerque public
schools, He has also served as a.
teacher, principal, and director of a
c'ultural awareness program in the
local schools. Malry said that he
has been associated with education
in New Mexico fol/20 years and he
knows tht: state's educational
problems. He noted that the state
gpvernment ,spent 72"/o o.f its
budget on education last year.
As lieutenant governor, M~ry
promised he would encourage
development of clean industry to
provide jobs, work to streamline
government agencies, and to insure
that our tax money is used efticientl~. He noted that the It.
governor should serve as one of the
governor's advisors:
Millry supported the governor's
reorganization plan, and would
support a tax cut inl979 if we have
the type of surplus we had this year.
During a brief question and answer
period, he said that he was opposed
to making New Mexicio a nuclear
wasteland.
Commenting on local· issues, he
supported municipal home rule and
the T. V.1. Malry said he defi'nitely
believes that Albuquerque should
have a junior college, but declined
to take a position on what type of
board shOuld govern the school. He
promised continued support to
UNM through funding.
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At a Saturday night rally to
enlist support, the Albuquerque
Boycott Committee called for
"all people in the area who
believe in · deomcratic ~nd
human ·rights to help in the
struggle of the (Coors) brewery
workers."
Brewery Workers Union local
number 366 in Golden, ·Colo.

have been on strike against the stumbling blocks are company
Adolph Coors Company since proposals, which the vvorkers
Apr. 5 of this year. Contract view as attacks on ' their
negotiations between the union democratic .and human rights
and
Coors
have
been and on the union. The workers
deadlocked over several . non- allege the company forces them
economic issues since that to submit to polygraph (lie
detector) ·tests, body searches,
time.
andp/,Jysical examinations at its
Rally members said the major· discretion.

Protection Soug~t for •Go-Between
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Dutch · journ~ist William Warren Commission, was shot to death with a 20Oltmans said Sunday he will meet with a Justice gauge shot gun last March in Palm Beach, Fla.
"Department official today, to discuss safety
Authorities cal(ed the death a suicide but Oltmans
guarantees for a person he said was a CIA go-between said two men visited De Mohrenschildt before his
in the John F,. Kennedy assassination.
death. "De Mohrenschildt sought protection from the
. The alleged go-between is the second of two meri wrong people," said Oltmans.
whom Oltmans said were involved in a conspiracy to
Oltmans described his new ''witness" as a {jkey"
kill Kennedy.
man
between the CIA in Washington and persons in
<~u De Mohrenschildt (the first man) could. be
Dallas.
He refused to give his name for secu!ity
considered a WWII bomb, the new witness is an Hreasons.
bomb," said Oltmans.
.
"He is a key man in the execution of the assassina·
George De Mohrenschildt, a friend of Lee Harvey
tion
in Dallas. De Mohrenschildt was a minor figure."
Oswald, was the subject of a book Oltmans wrote
"I
could not go any further th~JD saying I think he is
about Kennedy's death.
.
De Mohrenschildt, who was questioned by the connected with the CIA," said Oltmans.

Gov. Jerry Apodaca

Apodaca said it is time to
respond to the pressures of a
continuing educational system by
establishing a community college in
Albuquerque. The "dignified
priority'' of being a college
graduate, he said, ~as declined
dur!ng the past decade.
When asked what' the political
problems of establishing the
community college were, the
governor admitted, ' 1 In some ways
I've talked too far in advance.';
He said a lot of discussions had
taken· place about the goals and
responsibilities of a community
college but presently the basic issue
is: "Who's going to be the
governing board 'of the In~
stiitution. ''
· Energy, one- of New Mexico's
most controversial political issues,
,was also singled out by the
governor as being important to the
future growth ofthe state.
(cont. on P81!C 7)
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Sniper'$ Motive Eludes Cops
'l1~~f1l.D
.<~ . . HACKETTSTOWN, N.J .-The parents of Emile Benoist were
. _ questioned by authorities but were unable to offer a possible motive
for their son's sniper ambush slaying of six persons and his own
suiCide, Warren County Prosecutor James A. Tirrell Jr; said
Sunday.
'
Benoist, a tattooed ex-marine, shot and kill¢d himself with a rifle
after fatally wounding six males, age 14 to 38, as they cycled;'jogged
or strolled along a railraact spur in Hackettstown and adjacent
Mansfield township, authori.ties said.
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. China. Policy a Nixon .Ghost?
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WASHINGTON-Secretary of State Cyrus Vance reported to
President Carter Sunday that he made clear to mainland Chinese
leader~ the United States will continue to be guided by the Shanghai
'
Communique in dealing with China.
The Communique, issued Feb. 27, 1972, during President Nixon's
visit to China, contained an agreement on the need for increased
contacts between the two countries and eventual withdrawal of U.S.
troops from Taiwan.
Carter and Vance also agreed that the Secretary of State's visit to
China Aug. 22-26 was "a good beginning, but it would be premataure, at this point, to draiN.'firm conclusi!Jns from it."
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N. Y.C OHicial Denies Blame
NEW YORK- City Comptroller Harrison J. Goldin Sunday
vehemently denied any blame in the fiscal plight of New York City,
saying that he repeatedly sounded an alarm that the city was
plunging into fiscal chaos.
In fact, Goldin isisted, a Securites and Exchange Commission
report on the financial crisis issued last week which accused him and
Mayor Abraham'Beame of "Deceptive Practices" during the crisis
was based extensively on his own statements and records.
"On more than SO major occasions, in increasingly grave and
urgent language, I warned the public about the city's worsening
fiscal condition and budget practices." Goldin told a news conference at his municipal building office.
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Crime Suspects Home Free
DETROIT-A new court. study indicates thousands of accused or
convicted major crime suspects are hiding in this city with little fear
of being caught.
.
The study reveals that• nearly 8,500 persons-including many
charged with murder, rape and other violent crimes-have evaded
arrest, jumped bail or violated probation in Detroit since 1970.
Compounding the problem, law enforcement officials believe that
many who have eluded the criminal justice system commit further
crimes while they ~emain free.
Terry Boyle of the Wayne County prosecutor's office said, "They
avoid the police for awhile or jump bail or probation, and that's
it-they're home free."
l'he study, prepared by the statistical section of Detroit Recorder's
Court, found that since 1970 there ·have been an estimated 2,531
felony warrants that were never served, 2,442 outstanding bailjumping warrants and 3,473 outstanding warrants for probation
violations.

Lance Gets More Coaching
WASHINTON-Sen. William Proxmire, HD-Wis., who cast the
lone dissenting vote at Bert Lance's confirmation hearings, said
Sunday "Lance should not resign now under fire but he should
''step aside" in the future from his job as Budget Director.
Pro xi mire said Lance lacks . the skills to head the Office of
Management and Budget and "he doesn't run that office right

now.''
He said Lance•s· "subordinates" are performing the day-to-day
job of running OMB and Lance has had no government, experience
which qualifies him for the job of holding down government
mending .
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Featuring Quality Food
·and Speedy Service
8516 CentrallnearWyom;ngt255-6130

RAVENNA, Ohio (UPl)-A
Municipal court judge has struck a
blow on behalf of all students who
ever had to stay after school io
write "I will not·throw chalk" 100
times on the blackboard.
A Kent State University
professor, one of 68 persons
charged with criminal trespass in
connection with a protest of the
university's controversial gymnasium, was sentenced Saturday by
Judge James De Vinne to write a
1,500-word 'essay on civil disobedience.
If the professor, Edward
McGehee, does not turn in his
composition in 30 days, t~:}udge
said he'll go to jail.
McGehee, along with 23 other
persons tried Saturday, pleaded no
contest to the charges, which
stemmed from a protest July 29 on
the gymnasium construction site,
near where four students were shot
and killed by Ohio National
Guardsmen in 1970.
The other defendants received a
suspended 30-day jail sentence, and
· a $250 fine, but Judge de Vinne
decided university professor shoul.d
be held to "a higher degree of
moral accountability.''

Home Of The Sack Lunch Special
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LQtge "Selloum" Phllodendton

268-5189

regulori.Y
$5.95
with coupon oni,Y-expires Sept.

(next to the Posh Bogel)

open till lOpm
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The Hobbit Hole
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8S24 lndim1 School NE
3920 Central SE
6301 Menaul NE
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)Jour own
tiurgers

offer gootlat al( three Allie's locations

Expires Sept 4
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NUNZIO'S PIZZ,A

Two slices and a small drink

99c with. coupon

265-1676
107C Cornell SE

(regular price $}30)
coupon expires 9-30-77

-------~---bring this coupon to the COSTUME HOUSE for

100% ORLON KNIT
JAZZ SUITS • REG. $30.00 • NOW $24.95
JAZZ."PANTS • REG. $18.00 • NOW $14.95
TIGHTS
• REG. $ 4.50 • NOW $ 3.75

SPECIALS ..
Gathered Bodice leotards, any color you desire.
Sleeveless - $15.00, long Sleeve • $17.00
Made with a S'himmering lycra/Antron/Nylon
Blend for those who
~de•nand the finest.

SIMILAR SAVINGS AYAILABLE ON OTHER
STEINHARDT LEOTARDS.
/

~ e

IJ ._J.J-

3Ic

THE COSTUME HOUSE

fltt~ INC. 32?Jo~,a~t;~ 2~~· ste. E

Dairy Queen* braziec
;·has it all
Food and Dessert

c

Save

Regular Size
·SUNDAES
for the price of one
With this coupon
Valid only at 2300 Ceritral or 12th & 1-40

GBXBBAL
STOBB

79c with cheese
with this coupon only
Expires
Sept..+

Levi

®

Denim Jeans

Levi

®

Cordury Jeans

81199

111 Harvard SE • 8117·:rv.t:enaul NE
.i
I

PIPE. &
•

TOBACCO
ROAD

Register for FREE zodiac waterpipe

1078 Cornell SE

ON THE ALLEY
BETWEEN
STANFORD
AND
CORNELL
BLK OFF CENTRAL

'

MINT BlOIS

100

01 . herbal,
I 0 non-tobacco

75c

with coupon
(reg. 90c)

25% OFF if yo.u wear a
CARRARO'S t·shirt
while eating here
coupon good Monday 8-29-77

Perry's Pizza

•
:Free coffee and doughnuts will be offcfed to all
graduate and law students on Wed,, August 31 from

(1.lf1M~(9~

10 a.m. to noon in rm. 208 of QSA offices In the
SUB.

~[!)mr:9aA(1.~

AJI departments intercs~ed in receiving Graduate
Student Association funds should go tQ the GSA of.
fice. room 209 to charter.

co~a~aco~~

The UNM Spurs will hold its first meeting Sept. I
at 7:30p.m. in rm, 2!iO·C of the SUB. All member$

please attend.

Editorial

. Vacuum Ad
Cleans Up

Gas Hikes Start
With Stationery

:w

Relentlessly every month, there are 3,000 to 4,000 people killed and
many, many more thousands seriously injured on the nation's highways.
Since 1974, the blood of those l(ictims is on the hands of the insurance inThe lure of $100 surely wouldn't .dustry, on the hands of Congress, and on the hands of the U.S. Dept. of
entice the untidy segment of our Transportation, who were all responsible for the congressional ban on
student population to walk around interlocks between seatbelts and car movement.
showers for a few hours or dry their
It is universally recognized that the best safety device yet proposed and
toes with mildew-filled toweis
would it? We hope not. Especially if available for the protection of motorists who are involved in a crash is the
they start paying people to par- seatbelt, when· buckled; Unfortunately, too, too many people, for one
ticipate in an experiment design to reason or another imprudently fail to buckle their ~elts and of course, are
test the effectiveness of a body unprotected.
deodorant.
The 'interlock' idea is a gentle form of 'enforced prudence' get motorists
to buckle their seatbelts in order to move the car. This system gave the
motorist the peace of mind of knowing that he had protected himself. As
with most systems, there is generally more than olle way to accomplish
the desired end re!l_ult, and several interlocks were proposed to the Dept.
·
. of Transportation in the late '60's and early 70s.
The resignation of Dr. Paul Silverman as associate provost for research ·
,.
.
.
.
After sev?ral y~ars of study, the DOTs .~at~~na! ~1ghway Trafft? Safety
and academic affairs leaves UN M with a giant pair of shoes to fill.
Silverman had not planned to announce his resignation until Aug. 31 Administr~tton: tn 1973, mandated. an lgnttton 1nterl?c~, wh1ch w_as
because he wanted to make the announcement in conjunction with his obvit>usly mfenor to other proposed Interlocks, because lt.tnterfered w1th
hiring at another university. Several sources have told the LOBO that the operation of the engine andwas frustratinQ.
Silverman will take a position with the State University of New York
About the same time that NHTSA was studying the interlock ideas, the
system where he wilf control the research money for the 40-odd univer- Insurance Industry had invested many millions of dollars in an "Airbag ·
sities there.
.
.
,
.
Restraint System" .and was pressuring DOT for recognition. This was an
AFTER JOINI~G UNM as ~~a1r';lan ofthe btology department tn 1972, expensive gadget (costing about $300) that was to be built into the car and
he moved up to h1s present posttton 1!11973.
was, when a crash occurred, supposed to operate automatically to protect
Because of numerous contacts Stlverman had made over the years, he tha motorist. Since the motorist had nothing to do with the system, it was
broug~t in ? qreat deal of researc.h money to U_NM. His departure leaves." categorized as a passive system, as opposed to the interlock, which was
the UntverSity s research program tn a a state of hmbo.
dubbed an active system.
President Davis and Provost Hull need to move quickly in replacing
Silverman lest the research programs should flounder.
The lns'urance Industry lost no time in spending millions of dollars in
AT THE SAME TIME, they must find a competent replacement for various of the publiCity media highlighting the merit of its passive system,
Silverman; someone who can head the vital program with confidence and and deceiving the public. Like all automatic mechanisms, their operation is·
respect.
always fallible, and in a life-saving system, they are a/! potential killers.
It was no secret that Silverman had hoped to be appointed provost There is no room for debate!
when Dr. Chester Travelstead retired. And it was also quite clear that
The public displeasure with the ignition interlock, magnified many-fold
although he was one of the finalists for the postion, Silverman's intent was by the Insurance Industry propaganda, makes one, forgivably, suspect
to leave if he was.n't selected provost.
that the ignition interlock was mandated to be knocked down. However,
A university's research work is one segment of an overall operation, but the NHTSA in 1974 did propose a simple nonfrustrating Drive Train Interit is probably one of the most important in gaining stature and respect.
lock as an alternative to the ignition system- but it was too late. The in~
Silverman's departure leaves a large vacancy. We can only hope UNM surance lobby in Congress had done its job, and Congress voted the ban
moves quickly to find an able replacement.
on all interlocks. This, in effect, banned all active systems and left the door
open for the airbag.

EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials represent a maJority opinion of the dally lOBO staff.
All other columns 1 cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the view of the staff.
•
LEITERS: Letters lo the editor must by typed, and signed with the author's name,
slgnaliJ re, address and telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 300
words although exceptions will be made If the topic warrants so. Any letters without the
above Information will not be printed, no exceptions. Names will not be withheld.
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OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and signed with the author's name, signature, ad·
dress, and telephone number. Opinions should not be longer than 500 words. Any dplnlon
without the above Information will not be prfnted, no exceptions. Names wlll not be
withheld.

On any submissions, only the names will be printed.
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p.m. in Mitchell Hall, rm. 204,
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Ophthalmic Optician
One Day Service Possible

A March for Women's Suff~age

Altruists Revive Club

GOOP MORNING!
f./EtU YORX '011/tY
NEtUs:' PROMOTIJN

. By RUSSELL ALBERTI
"Chapters have also been formed
LOBO Staff Writer
in Canada and are being formed in
The revival of a community the Bahamas."
service organization, sponsored by
Its numerous and widespread
a chapter of the Albuquerque distribution makes Circle K the
Kiwanis Club, got under way this largest college service organization
semester at UNM. The Circle K in the nation •.
Club, which <,tisbanded in 1973, is
"Although we are expecting to
again open for membership.
draw .members from the student
The UNM Circle K Club, body, we are relying heavily on
originally chartered in 1966, incoming freshmen who have been
performed various services for active in high school key clubs,"
groups such as the Multiple Luke' said. Key Clubs (ev'!ry
Sclerosis ,Society and the Heart Albuquerque high school has one)
Fund, and raised money for these, ·are the high school equivalents of
and other, charitable organizations. Circle K Clubs.
The UNM chapter was one of
Luke said that the new UNM
four Circle K Clubs in New Mexico club will be structured differently
before it met its end owing to a lack · from its predecessor. "The old
of student interest. The University Circle K Club was limited to male
of Albuquerque Circle K Club students, he said. We're making
followed suit and folded shortly · this t>ne co-ed." Plans have also
after the UNM chapter. The other been made to direct much of the
two clubs, based at New Mexicio club's energies along student·
State and Universities have stayed oriented lirtes.
in operation.
"There are over 700 Circle K
Clubs in universities and junior
colleges throughout the country,"
said George Luke, vice president of
the revived UNM chapter.

oePARTMENT.

Y&5, II/3UO.

COPIES
Overnight

UNM Fencing Club meets Mon. through Fri:rrom
7 to 9 p.m. in Carlisle Gym, rm. 116. Deginners are

welcome.

·3If2cea ·

4<sameday

A new course entitled; "Society and Development
in Latin America, 1492to the Present" (History 38~)
is being of(cred to UNM students. The class meets m
Mesa Vista, rm.2068atl p,mon M,W,F.

Quality Eyewea~

Information regarding classes in disco, jitterbug

1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82
No. 7
381400

(Wyoming and Constitution)

Phone: 296-6757

The New A-ftrfco Dally Lobo is published
Mont1ny through Friday every regular week
of lhe Unlver.sltyyear a.nd weekly durlng the
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications or the UnJvcrslty of New Mcxlco,
and Is not rlnanclally assoclated with UNM,
Sceond class postage paid ut Albuquerque,
New Mc1dco 87131. Subscription rate is$10.00 for the academie: year,
The oplnloru exprC$SCd on the cdltorlal
pagC$ or The Dally Lobo nrc those or 1tho
author solely. Unsigned opinion Is that of tho
editorial bonrd of The Dally Lobo. Nothing
prfnted Jn The Dally Lobo neccssarJly
represents tho views of the University llf New
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Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts

Mexico.

Stock up now at Dan's- your
Western and leisure wear
headquarters.

No Minimum

LEVI'S
SalePriced

'KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

and tap dance will be available at the regular Ball•

room Dance Club meeting Fri. night from 7:30 to
9;30 in the SUB Ballroom. Ev~::ryone is invited.

Evening
Students

The following paragraphs appeared in the U.S. Dept. of Tratisportation
news release of June 14, 1977 (NHTSA 46-77): "In addition to the new
investigations, NHTSA announced the availability of its annual report of
motor vehicle defect recall campaigns for 1976. During the year, vehicle
manufacturers issued 209 recalls involving more than 3.5 million motor
vehicles. The report also lists the recall of more than 330,000 items of
vehicle equipment and nearly464,000 tires.
''Ms, Claybrook noted that 'the 1976 total brings to 52.4 million the
number of vehicles recalled since 1966 when the national traffic safety
effort was initiated."'
Despite the fact that these paragraphs set forth more than 52.4 million
. reasons-car and parts recalls-why the passive system must be relegated
to the·junk heap, nothing is being done by the Dept. of Transportation, or
the Congress, or the motor car manufacturers to ban reversed or amended
to permit the mandating of the Drive Train Interlock and check the
·
slaughter on our highways.
Each day, each week, each month, fresh blood stains the hand of all
who could do something about it, but callously read the statistics, while
the families of· the victims grieve and the nation sustains a loss of about
$6.5 billion each year.
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of Johnson Gym.

DOONESBURY

Seatbelts
for
Safety
Don't Blame Who?

LOBO editorial phone: 277·4102 or277~4202.
Editor-ln·chfEif:
Gallagher

The UNM Soccer Club will have an organizational
meetjng on Thursday, Sept. I at S:JO p.m. Jn rm. 124

For Commun1"t:y Service
t;m'W; ;

A student orientation workshop will b~ held by the
Navajo Department of Higher Education on Tues.,
Aug. 30, at I p,m. in the SUB Dhllroom, A banquet
will be held in the evening. For fur~her Information
contact Fred Tahent 5831, 32.

The ASUNM Finance Committee will meet today
at 2 _p.m. in rm. 230 of the SUB.

Come on now. You really believe
that ad? If it isn't the old "bait and
switch" approach declared illegal
long ago, I'II stop reading the
LOBO. The question is, in vie"11 of
your many stands on consumer
protection, consumer rights and so
on, why do you accept this ad
which is so blatantly false? Surely in
two-years time they could have
sold that vacuum cleaner.
Paul B. Woodworth

. WE SHOULD ALL be so lucky.
We don't know about the rest of you, but frankly we're a little tired of
the ''poor little us" attitude the Gas Co. of New Mexico uses to sucker the
PSC every time the boss wants a raise.
Without a doubt, a few days from now we're going to find some letter
on this page from the gas company using a lot of statistics no one can
understand to tell us why they need to charge us $20 more a month for
gas. Also without a doubt, the letter is going to come to us in some nice
onion skin sttionery and will probably have been dictated to a secretary by
some overweight executive who couldn't get up the energy to type it.

WANTED: Persons with athletes
foot.
Not around here they aren't, but
if you've followed the 4 by 5 ad
floating around our pages lately you
might be as intrigued by it as we
are.
It sounds a little flakey to be paid
$100 for growing a fungus on your
foot (feet??). The Med School's
dermatology division is looking for
a few infected feet to help with a

Informational meetings about Fulbright and other
fellowshi_p;; for graduate study abroad will be held
Aug. 31 and Sept, 7 at 2 p.m. at llie International
Center, 1808 Lomas, NE,

Editor:
There is an ad in the classified
section that has been there through
all the LOBO issues last year and
this year also. It states that you can
get a Kirby classic by taking over
the payments "due to divorce."
The same ad runs in the Journal
and Tribune.

And now the University feels the pinch of ever-increasing gas costs as
the rest of us have been doing for quite some time.
·
We reported Friday that due to our friendly gas company's latest hike
granted by the Public Service Commission (PSC) the University budget for
gas will come up some $100,000 short this year. Last year UNM had a
similar problem, but made up for if with money not spent on other utility
costs.

AND THE LETTER will tell tell us how they have to import that gas from
out of state and it costs money to bring it in, but aren't we lucky we can.
have natural gas. And after finishing the letter, the executive will drive
home in the company car and talk about the smart-ass college kids he just
told off.
.
And then about December your landlord or dorm supervisor will tell you
that due to increased utility costs the rent or dorm rates are going up.
' And remember, it all started with the onion skin letterhead.

The ASUNM Crans Area located In the SUB
basement offers basic lnstru.ction in photography 1
ceramics, copper, enameling etc., fpr UNM students,
The area Is open 9 a.m. to 9p.m. weekdays.

The Health, Phy;sical EP.ucntlon and Recreation
Dept. Jtas installed a central telephone system to han~
die most o( the calls in Johnson Gym, The new num.
ber is 277·5l51.

The Registration Center (Bandelier
East) Is Now Open Until6:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Thursday Throughout
The Semester.
• Registration·
• Program Changes
•·Academic Policy Information

$

50

Entire inventory of Men's & Student sizes
Choose from: Denims • Cords • Brushed Cotton
Nuvos Hopsack jeans

$

LEVI'S
Movin' On
Fashion Jeans

..

'

Sale·

Dii'i'

Plenly offo. .

"j

Priced
from the ...... doo• •.

Boots
-:
-:
IIUl~l!t:A!G

6909 Menaul NE/6903 4th NW
Expect us to serve you better!

Office Of Admission And Records
by Garry Trudeau
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Why tomorrowS professionals
choose Hewlett-Packard's first family
of advanced calculators today.
They're proven performers. In space. On Everest. In the
labs of Nobel laureates .. Since we built the first, back in
1972, our advanced calculators have been tested by mil~
lions worldwide, and they've passed.
They have staying power. Today's classroom prob~
lems quickly grow into tomorrow's on~the~job problems.
HP calculators are designed and built to handle both.
They're investments in a future that happens fast. - ·
They're straightforward. "Advanced" doesn't mean
"comp1·reated"I
. tmeans " uncomp1·tcate d"HP
.
calcu1atorsare,
above all, straightforward.
They're easy to use. HP calculators not only grow
with you; they grow on you. They feel natural, comfortable,
because we designed them to work like you think.
They're efficient. HP calculators take the direct
approach. All feature RPN, a time~saving, parenthesis~free
logic system. All programmables feature a memory~saving
keycode merging capability.
,
They're personal. Professionals design their own ways
to solve their particular problems, and they expect their
calculators to be versatile enough to accommodate them.
Ours are. ·
There's a variety. To say we offer a full line is an
understatement. We offer a choice. That's why we publish
a unique "Selection Guide" that spells out the capabilities
of each. Your HP dealer has your free copy. .
(800) 648-4711. The number to call for more informa~
tion and your HP dealer's name and address (unless you're
in Nevada, in which case you can cal1323~2704).

,,

!

HP·21 Scientific.
$80.00*

HP-22 Business Management.
$125.00*
Performs all standard math and trig
A new kind of management tool.

HP·29C. Our NEW
Programmable with
Continuous Memory.
$195.00'''
Its 98-stcp program memory and
16 nf its 30 storngc register$ stay "on"
even when the calculator is "oft,' so you
can store programs m1d data fnr as long
as you wish. Continuous Memory plus
fully merged keycodes hring typi·

HP-25
Scientific Programmable.
$125.00*

lowest priced programmable. We p]S<\ o(~
fel' an HP:..25 with Continuous Mcmory1

HP-27
. HP·67 Fully Programmable.
Financial/Statistical/Scientific.
$450.00*
$175.00*
The most powerful pocket ealculaColltains the most prcprogrammcd
sdentific functions we've ever of(en·d,
plus wmprl'h!!nsivt.~ ~tatistical and fintlri•
cia! functions. LNs you forecast, allocate
rcsollrccs, analyze costs-quickly.

the HP-25C, for $160.00~ ltrctains pro·

grams and data even when turned ~'off:'

!616/H
'SOJ!I(t'~tl'd fi:'t,1rl rrkt' t'xdudmll arrhcablc Sl:ilc and lllCill t.l\CS ~
c; .. nnnctlt.~l { • ~. Al.r~k~ :mJ Ho:H\W
Dr~rla~s ate rhowgrarhcd scpi!Utclt to srmulatc ttric~tl ~'~rrcar:n1..::c.

UNM
BOOKSTORE

tor \\'e'vc ever built. 224-stcp program
memMy. 26 storage registers. "Smare'
card reader records contonts of both.
Fully merged kcywdcs increase typical
pr<lgram memory capacity llp to4SO key~
.strokes and beyond. Superior edit·
ing capability.

HEWLETT~PACKARD

students.
The preselected pool is comprised
of 36 members; 18 chosen by the
facnlty senate, 6 by GSA, and 12 by
ASUNM. The dean of students or a
delegated" authority serves as administrator for the committee.
Once a grievance is properly filed
the Administrator forms the
committee in the following manner:
The names of two faculty members
and two students are drawn by lot
from the preselected pool 'of
members. This is done in the
presence of two disinterested
students and two disinterested
faculty members.
The four chosen committee
members then select a fifth
member, either from the pool or
from the University community.
All five members have equal voting
rights and res,ponsibilities on the
committee.
These fiye members review the
statements concerning the grievance
and if necessary hold a private
hearing to resolve the matter.
Public hearings maybe held if both
P¥ities concerned request such a
hearing. Committee decisions
resulting from a hearing may be
appealed by either party concerned
to the President of the University.
So far only one case has been
before the Student Standards' and
Grievance Committee under~ the
new procedures. Details on the case
are kept silent at the request of both
parties. Chuck Roberts, Associate
Dean of Students, indicated that no
problems arose from handling that
case with the new system. Mr.
Roberts is delegated by the dean of
students as the administrator of the
committee.
Anne Brown, admin. asst.,
University Secy., indicated the
following faculty ll]embers are on
the committee: Asst. Prof. Claire
Bensinger, Asst. Prof. Richard
Berthhold, Asst. Prof. Frank Field,

ASUNM ·students
Wanted for Posts

Hec:lvywelght
Chc:lmpl<>nshlp
Fights
1947-1974
muho.
All, George Foremo.n, Joe
Fro.zler, Sonny Liston- the cruel a. I moments
of vlctoty o.nd defeo.t from thelt key
cho.mplonshlp tounds.

Asst. Prof. Donald Lee, Asst. Prof.
Manual Molles, Assoc. Prof. Roy
Caton,Asst. Prof. Wesley Selby,
Asst. Prof. Jane Slaughter,' Prof.
William Dabney, Assoc. Prof.
Jonathan Abrams, Asst.
Prof.
Brian O'Neil, Asst. Prof. Leroy
Ortiz, Instr. Clara Miera, Assoc.
Prof. Helene Simson, Assist Prof.
Carol Ann Burton, Prof. George
Huaco, Instr. Jacqueline Solomon,
and Asst. Prof. Beulah Woodfin.
ASUNM has not yet appointed
its 12th member to the committee
for this school year,

Do You Need
Cash?
,

Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Bed...
l
the state and said, "We hang on to<,> "

{cont. from page- I

When asked by Orlando Cervantes of the BED what the important industries for the future
growth of New Mexico are,
Apodaca said, ''I would just
speculate that any energy related
industry, any private industry that
would move in and start preparing
projects that are needed in the

much, to what is the easy
precedent."
''Growth
and
economic
development don't come by accident. It takes a great deal of
thought and perhaps, more importantly, a great deal of work," he
said.
state.'~
His reorganization of state
Apodac.a stressed innovation in government will not have any
his address and said that "In New immediate direct beneficial effects,
Mexico apparently we like to be Apodaca said. "Too many of us
traditional.'' He warned his may be expecting too many changes
audience that innovation was a come Sept. l, The changes may well
must for the e~onomic_ growth of take Jb to 12 years,"
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NOSPACEBLE

AVAlLA

RELAX, WE HAVE
FALL OPENINGS!
• Rates competitive with donns and apartments
• Plenty of parking, walk to classes
• Excellent food, no limit, varied menu
• Weekly maid service
• Commons building completely refurnished
• All rooms, bathrooms, hallways repainted
• Quiet floors, study lounges, carpeted and air conditioned
• A good place to live for the serious student

The College Inn

303 Ash St. NE
243-2881

DENVER BOOT COMPANY
45114th Street NW 345-5783

LADIES BOOT

• Tall16" pull-on boots
• In rw;t and maple
• All leather platform soles
and stacked leather heels
• All leather lined vamps and shaft
• Top full grain mellow cowhide
Retails $74 95
Save *35°0

Showing Aug. 29-Sept. 2
10-3pm Do.lly

( HOLMAN'S, INC.)
The Calculator Show will be at the UNM Bookstore Monday August 29.
·Mr. Gary Royster a Hewlett-Packard representative will be present.
·.

By LEE STAPP
LOBO Staff Writer
In April of this year, UNM's
Board of Regents approved new
operating procedures for the
Student Standards and Grievance
Committee. The committee is a
hearing' board for disciplinary
matters concerning the student
community and the grievances of
students against faculty or staff of
the University.
Cases may appear before the
committee on the motion of any
member of the University community. Students ma,y appeal to the
committee if ·they feel that they
have been unjustly disciplined by
any other campus board, committee or University official.
It is important to note that the
Student Standards and Grievance
Committee will not handle cases for
which a specific grievance
procedure is otherwise available.
Such cases would include ethnic,
sex, and handicap related
grievances or matters pertaining to
employment.
The committee will not normally
hear a grievance unless the grieving
student has made a good effort to
utilize departmental and college
avenues of remedy. In most cases
this would require that the student
carry his or her complaint to the
anpropriate chairperson and dean
before appealing to the committee.
The major difference between the
present committee and the past
system lies in its membership and
form, said Karen (!laser, dean of
students.
.
In the past a committee was preselected by the faculty, GSA, and
ASUNM. The members of this
commmittee then handled each case
through the year.
The. present system requires that
commtttee members be selected for
each individual case from a preselected pool of faculty and

There are more than 40 positions left to be filled by students for
ASUNM, President Tom Williams has announced.
Positions are available in both the ASUNM committees and joint
committees comprised of faculty, students and administration.
"Only involvement from the students of UNM will aid in the effectiveness of student government," Williams said.
Committees looking for interested students are cultural, elections, film,
Intramural and recreation board, union board, Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs (ORCA), voter registration and student court.
In addition, there are 12 positions available on the student standards
and grievances committee and the following joint committees: campus
planning, computer use, continuing education, curricula, admissions and
registration, general honors council, human subjects, library, scholarships
and high school relationships, the Institute for Applied Research Services
(I.A.R.S.) and housing.
Four students are also needed to attend faculty meetings.
Any interested members of ASUNM should contact George Coston or
Sue Pickett at 277-5528. The student government office is located on the
second floor of the New Mexico Union at the south end of the building.

calcul:uinrls. the latter in radians or Combines financial, statistical and
Solves repetitive problems auto ..
degrees. Performs rcctanRular/polarcon~ mathematical capabilities. En;~blcs busi .. matically. Enter your f(lrmula once;
versions. Displays in fixed decimal ness students to forecast faster, more cas- thereafter only variables. Requires no
nr scientific notation. Our lowest priced ily and with greater certaihty.
software, m~ "computer" language. Our

sdcnti£ic.

cal program memory capacity to 175
keystrokes and beyond. lnscrr/deletc
editing. Conditional and unconditional
hranching. Three lc,•cl$ nf suhr<iutines.
10 decision tests. Exceptional versatility
at an exceptional price.

Grievance & Standards
Cotnmittee Reorganized

ln mesa Lounge, Located ln The NE Corner
Of The El Pronto Restaurant
In The Lower Level Of The SUS.
(next to the green room)

FREE

While Supplies Last - Aug. to Sept. 3
Full line of Western, Work and Fashion Boots
We also do professional boot repair and rebuilding
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After changing clothes on his
way to a local party, Dave Brubeck

FOR SALE
Estancia Valley small tracts, 4 to 9 acres

each, About 40 minutes 1o cuy. Good ac·
cess. some uUIItles available, Down
payment reasonable, terms good, Contact
Jess
Reid, GAUGHRAN REALTY, 255.5521 ,
Res. 255·9041.

after his concert at the Kiva
Auditorium. Noticeably tired, yet
still actively energetic, Brubeck
talked about a little known work of
his in which I had long been ind
tereste .
"Truth is Fallen" is basically the
reaction of a concerned parent to
his children and the children's

===============:!...~~~~~~~~:.._:~~~
~~

ftTuf. UNIVERSITY

or NEW MEXICO

STUDY IN SOUTH
1~
AMERICA

time of the Kent and Jackson State
incidents, and as a concerned
parent, Brubeck at that time faced a
crucial point in his life. During conversation with his five teenagers at
·
the dinner table he had been wont
to defend the institutions and old
·
trad'rt10ns.
"Then," he said, "I
started listening more and more to
my kids and seeing their point of.
view and I realized that we were not
really listening to youth.
"I felt that this was the beginning
of what could have been a terrible
'direction-once you see that kind
of violence that's uncalled for and
the public not getting the full story,
then you really start worrying. I
was terribly upset by the incidents
and still keep in touch with some of
the people there."
" It was just dividing the whole
country, you know, really getting
down \O intellectual freedom and so

STUDENT
HEALTH
INSURANCE

Enrollment Deadline
Sept.6

-

.. ..,. ..........
~

'

.

'

Representative will
be accepting Fall
premium and answering questions at
Student Health CTR.
Aug. 29 thru Sept. 2
2:30-4:00 p.m.
or Call 243-(3616
e.
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Something New
Is Cooking At The Union
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Casa Del Sol
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Breakfast 7:30-9:30
SAVE 25e on.
Huevos Rancheros con Chorizo
Regularly S1.35-This week 81.10
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Lunch 9:30-2:00

FREE ~~
Extra Large Coca-Cola
with the purchase of a
Combination Plate
(Taco, Tamale, Enchilada, Beans and Rice)

.
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COPIFS3%c
Overnight

KINKO'S
No Minimum
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
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Top: Toy a.nd Tommy Ca.ldwell. Top Right: Sa.~ford a.nd Townsend
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photo by Mary

time is free do as they please,
whether it be composing, playing
with their own group, or just resting up between engagements. His
sons all have their own groups on
the side, and when talking to
Danny, he mentioned that he was
already booked to leave Tuesday to
play some gigs in Vermont wit4 his
band "North Wind."
Of his six children, five sons and
one daughter, Brubeck suspects
that only one more will become a
professional
mus1c1an.
His
youngest .son, now 16, attends a
private school and studies cello at
Yale. He also plays piano, and has
just returned from spending the
summer in a Chamber Music Camp
where, Brubeck says, they play half
the c!ay and half the night.
Dave Brubeck left an unspoken
message in the air, a memory of the
worried look and the deep lines that
had marked his face as he spoke of
the tragedy of Kent, and of his own
personal tragedy. Brubeck was
tired, but he was far from beaten.
Darius had been right-no
matter what the cost, an unknown
album put out by a concerned
parent would someday stand o;mt as
a singular achievement: a father's
gift to his children, and to all future
generations.

Editor's note: Most concert
· reviews in Albuquerque will undoubtedly mention the atrocious
sound problems present in Civic.
Auditorium, Tingley Coliseum,
Johnson Gym and University
Arena. II will be a problem that will
Plague ever" concert, good or bad.
In future 'reviews we will try to
delete comments on the negative
acoustic quality of an auditorium
and reserve them for letters and
opinions. Watch for an interview
with Paul Riddle of MTB.

Civic Auditorium
By GEORGE GESNER

"Will The Circle Be Unbroken."
The best piece was "Never Trust
A Stranger" which gave members
of the band a chance to play individtrally contrary to their tight
and together style. The piece ineluded fine solos by drummer Paul
Riddle rhythm guitarist George
McCor,kle (a tasty J'azz break) •
bassist Tommy Caldwell and
dazzling guitarist Toy Caldwell.
Vocalist Doug Gray and reedman
Jerry Eubanks (his flute work
proving stronger than his sax)
added the necessary magic to make

~

. The Marshall lfucker Band
stormed into town Friday night
with enough energy to move,
mountains.
The band, coming to town after a
short break in its hometown of
Spartanburg, S.C., was received
very warmly by the Albuquerque
crowd and MTB returned the favor
with a hearty two-hour set which
included three encores.
The band performed its ciJartbreaking single; •"Heard it iw ·a
Love Song," as 'well as other crowd
favorites such as "Searching for A·
Rainbow," Take the Highway".
The triple set encore included the
old, y~t new single "Can't You
See," "This Old Cowboy" and

Tonight
. Celhiloid heroes and movie clips.
will fill a three-hour rerun special
called "Life Goes to the Movies"
on KOB-NBC-TV (Channel 14)
tonight from 7 to 10 p.m.
It will cover films from 1936 to
1973. and have· featurettes on
• Brando, Cagney, etc. A 20-minute
feature on Marilyn Monroe is also·
included.

ATTENTIO.N!
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** Sun Square
** Shopping-Center
*
**
**
**
T-S·O
*
Prescription Eyewear Since 1935

has opened another office

4300 Central Ave. S. E. • 268·2008
4410 Central Ave. S.
831-5326

w. •

Band ~now called Sanford &
Townsend), whose live performance lacked the touch of
experience, b~t had inspiring
performances With such numbers as
·"Squire Ja_mes," which was
climaxed by an energetic double
guitar jam, "Smoke from a Distant
Fire,"
Moo d'
Nazuma"
d h "Moolah "P
, A
an s ow opener
ara Ise.
n
encore was dem.anded and thr, ban~
~;sponded , With the B~atles
~very body s Got Somethmg to
Htde E~7ept For Me and My
_M_o_n_ke_,Yc..·.- - - - - - - - -

Athletes and others with athletes foot.
·If our examination confirms that you
have a fungus infection of the skin of your
. feet, you can:
1. Advance medical knowledge
2. Get rid of your infection (maybe)
3. Earn $100 (for certain)

IT1S·
PICKING
UP
SPEED.

A million dollars·
in ski bargains says
it's· bigger and
better than ever!
It soars into
The Civic Auditorium
Sunday, September 4th.

*****************
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theThe
evening
complete.
show
was opened quite ie.
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No Energy Shortage With the ffiTB

Dave Brubeck

--

0

·

Now 3 Locations

Open to the Public '

~

grinding pace, Brubeck jokingly
replied: "Well, I don't know. I
know a lot pf people who don't
work as hard as I do that don't keep
going, so hard work never hurt
anybody as long as you're happy ... and we go very, very hard."
·
The famr·1y quartet (D ave, D ar1us,
Chris and Dan) perform I 00
concerts a year, and the rest of their

Sun Square- 7210-A Menaul Blvd., N. E. • 293·8280

~
***LQcated on the top floor of the Union Building
-r'
i(
i(
i(

*~
*

challenged. So I wanted to write a
piece that would express"mysdf."
And so he wrote "Truth is Fallen."
Taking a year of his life to
compose it, it became a financial
disaster, for no record company
would touch it. Finally Brubeck
was forced to sign a three-year·
recording contract for his family in
return for the release of his album
"Truth is Fallen," but for no
additional money. "They used
me," he said. The company made
no effort to promote sales, and
Brubeck be gap to feel that he had
not only wasted a: year of his life,
but had hurt his family and himself
as well.
l t was his eldest son Darius, who
assured him that despite the failure
of the album it had all been worthwhile, and would remain one ofthe
most significant things Brubeck
would do. Brubeck finished: "We
went through a period where we
almost lost our liberty, believe me.
We're very fortunate to have the
Constitution still intact and still
interpreted the way it is; we came
very close.
Brubeck uses a unique approach
to formulate his protests. "The best
thing, to keep out of trouble, is to
use the Bible. That is where I run
when I want to attack. People can't
call you names if you're quoting the
Bible, because that .puts them on
the spot. Are you going to condemn
Christ who made some of the most
radical statements in the world?"
Brubeck once used, "Love your
enemies, do good to those who hate
you," which he considers the most
far out statement that Christ made.
"I know · that the television
stations and the liberal thinkers in
th.is country were in big trouble
because when I would try to do
something on television, it would
get stopped. It wasn't being
stopped at the channel where it
started because they had said
'Would you do this?'- and all of a
sudden there were no funds, -- the
government wasn't sponsoring this
kind of work anymore."
Moving on . to lighter subjects,

t:1
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Barber Shop ~
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Free Hair Analysis·
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20%DiscountonK.B.D.
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Hair Care•Products
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Something New Is Cooking
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At The Union

For A New Deal On A Fast meal. Try The

~

Pronto

i(

Tr,y-Our New Deo.ls:

~

~·
~
i(

~
~

~

i(
The Division of Dermatology of the
University of New Mexico School of
Medicine heeds 100 volunteers with dermatophytosis of the feet (athletes foot) to
help test the comparative effectiveness of
three proven safe antifungal preparations.

.:!

For a free. examinatioh to determine if
you qualify, report to the University of New
Mexico Studeht Health Center between-9:00
A.M. and 12:00 Noon, Saturday, August 27
and September 3.
.
For further information, call Dr. Smith or
Mrs. Macinnis at 277-4757 .
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mondo._y: FREE French Fries with q. Regulo.r Jumbo
& Extro. Lo.rge Drink SAVE 30c
G

~

Tuesdo._y: FREE Sho.ke with o. Cheese Jumbo
& French Fries. S.AVE 40c
Wednesdo._y: Double Cheeseburger, Extro. Lo.rge Drink,
Fries, $1.15 SAVE 35c

Frido._y: FREE French Fries with o. Double
.
Cheeseburger & Extra Lo.rge Drink SAVE 30c

"

"Pronto meo.ns Fo.st"

~

*
~

Thursdo.,y: FREE Extro. Lo.rge Drink with o.
Cheese Jumbo & Fries SAVE 40c

Open 8-4 m-F Lower Level SUB
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fLoboAiumni Down FormerAggies
·~

::;:

By ED JOHNSON
The reason for the get together
LOBO Sports Writer
was not to see which of the former
z It was homecoming, basketball basketball stars could still thrill the
~ style, Saturday night in Johnson cmwd, though many of them did.
Gym, as the UNM Lobos from the
The John Anders Memorial game
11. past defeated the New Mexico State was played to help the fight against
Aggie alumni 99-94.
. . Sickle Cell Anemia, a blood disease

..,tl:

g,

•

~aU summer clothlng.s-;::;,::·
\

t

· PclCh~O)M)~ · I13 R..omero N.W. · Old Town

Deletion Of Name From
1977-78 Student Directo.ry
Any student wishing to have his/her name and/or other information
(year classification, college, local phone number, loeal or commuting
address, permanent address) deleted" from the Student Directory
should stop by the Student Activities Center located on the fir~t
floor of the New Mexico Union before Se;:.tcmber 2, and fill out the
appropriate form. We can delete infr ;mation but are unable to
make any changes in the material.

that affects mostly Blacks.
John Anders WaS a budding
young Lobo Footballer who fell
victim to the disease in 1963.
· The Lobos, led by Greg·
"Stretch" Howard's 25 pioints,
held off several fierce comebacks
by the Aggies.
The Aggies found themselves
down by 12 at the half, but Hal and
Richard Robinson, with 25 and 24
points .-respectively, brought them
back within one with about eight
minutes to play and again .within
one with five minutes left .
The Lobos were faced the old
Aggie press, but Petie Gisbon
engineered the final Lobo drive to
put the team ahead by five at the
game's end.
The Aggies played without their
main man, Sam Lacey, who did not
come.
The ever-smiling Mel Dani~ls, the
former ABA rookie of the year,
pumped in 10 points and hauled
down several rebounds, just like in
the "old" days.
Ira Harge, another prominent
name in Lobo basketball, scored
fOIJr points but his main contribution to the UNM win was his
coaching.
In the slam-dunk contest,
Truman Ward, a former Aggie,
held off challenges from 6-11 Wil
Smiley, Jerome Shanks, Willie
Howard, Mike Falkner and 5-11,
Mike Davis.

Davis and Ward fought through
two dunk-offs before Ward's was
chosen to be the most exciting, by a
panel of four sportswriters and
broadcasters,
Since there was no sign of a Bob
King, Norm Ellenberger, or Lou
Henson, the teams felt at ease to
play a free-style, run·and gun game, .
which was very pleasing to the
4,123 fans' that came.

"Stretch" Howard stretched for
several slam-dunks, Mike Faulkner
muscled his way toward the basket
for 12 points and Rieh Pokorshi
picked up 13 points in the first half
and 19 total.
Truman Ward pumped in 18
points and was one of the six Aggies
that did all the NMSUscoring.
The series is now tied 1-1, wun
the Aggies winning 94-92 last year.
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AND TRAIL SCNGS
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Top: Greg "Stretch" Howard (12) stretches to defimd a
Aggie shot while Bob Tappert rfi4J looks on. Below: Wendell
Taylor (22) and Petie Gibson (00) follow an Aggie to the hoop.
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Wom~n
The women cross-country
runners are back preparing for an
encore season.
Last year, in its first year of
existence, the team placed ninth in
the nation behind the guidance of
head coach Barbara Butler and her
assistant Tony Sandoval.

Harriers Prepare
The top runner, Karen Cramond,
has left for Oklahoma State, and
versatile Jean Rostermondt has
been lost for the season due to a
basketball injury.
Olympian Tecla Chemabawi who
is expected to fill Cramond's shoes
arrived last spring and found UNM

Be an
Air Force
Missileman
tional degrees
If you're the type of guy who looks
forward to an exc11ii'lg future, look
.nto Air Force ROTC programs
that lriCiude preparation as a
mrs.s11e launch officer in the Air
Force. Help continue the traditions
that hal£e made our country so
great. Be an Air Force niiSsileman.
Gel all the details about Air ~or<:e
ROiC today,

Air Force ROTC· Gateway to aGreat Way of hife

'

--·

YARDBIRDS
FAVORITES

NO C#(CitS, PlUSE

dllily, .nd t,.Innl ~mn11tl to luurJft •II JYJIU copyfnl flfl4 print iliA nnrlt.-

Also there are scholarShips avail·
able, With a $100 monthly al·
towance, full tuition, books and
lab lees paid. Alter college. you'll
have an opportunity for a chaJ ..
lenging job and gradvate educa..

~-

. 111111<' tgaill f. \allll'rll(rl

FACULTY

• prompt, ct~urteous st~~lce a convenient off street parking • collating and
stapling, drilling and binding loddlllo..al ~~ a open seven (7J days a week to
give you mora service a offset printing. tvpesening, artlus, eteative design,

You can prepare yourself to enter
this exciting field by enrolling io
an Air Force ROTC program. You
can select 1rom lour-year and two#
year programs leading to a com ..
mission as an Air Force officer.
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to her liking,
The ever-smiling face of Susie
Vigil will once again be travelling
long distance for the Lobos.
Cindy "Flash" Ashby gets to run
the long distance as she prepares for
the middle-distance races of the
track season.
Butler said, "You have to have
five or six strong runners to have a
good team. If some of the new
people can fill in some of the
vacancies, we'll still do well.''
Freshman Janet Wroblewski is
someone "you'll be hearing a lot
of," Butler said .
Twice a week the team will
undergo high altitude training in
the mountains, Butler said'.
She said that the girls have been
running on their own this summer.
The meets should start at the
beginning of September, she said.
Butler said Sandoval is currently
attending a cross-country Olympic
development camp in C~lifornia.

JOHNNY MATHIS
ME ANDrndudrng
MRS. JONES
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PERSONALS

1.

In town. Fast, pleasing. Call265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard NE, 9/30
WRITER, 26 AT'THE END of tragic romance, :c;ceks
female companion. Likes backpucking, tenQis, jazz,
South American politics, running early in m_ornlng.
H;~tes Ayn Rand books and National Lampoon
Magazine. P.O. Box: 44H Albuquerque, 87106.
8/29
ACCURATIJ INFORMATION ABOUT

co•-

traceptlon, sterilization, ftbof(lon, Right to Choose,
Z94·017I. I211
clomc~ forming now, $\S.OO.
American Handicrafts, 4606 Memutl NE or cali8B3-

p, LEARN BASKETRY:
4Z65, 88I-4493, 8/30

Looking for Group B blood donors, Will compensate. Please contact Malaria Project: 277-3001, 271ZBI3. 8/31

WOMEN IN SPORTS A new course will examine
old myths and new realities. To learn about women
and sports In American culture. take Phys. Ed & R
493.001 Tfh 12;30-1:45. Call 277-3930 for more
inrormatlon, 9/1
TODAY try some natural juices, yogurt; wholesome
sm~eks. BABAS COMMUNITY STORE, 107 Mesa,
SE. One block east or University Dlvd. 247w
9775. 9/1
.
WATERBED WANTED. 294·7462.

HOUSE ON CAMPUS, 5 bedrooms to student THREE RAIL MOTORCYCLE TRAILER: $I2S.OO,
grour. $350 mo. plus utilities. Semi-furnished, Also 19" portable TV, b&w: $4S.00. After!i:OO P,M,
877~7561. 8/29
parking, Phone29;'.·3476 or 277·3617. 8/JO
CHEAfl
WATBRBEDS! Water TJip~. 3407 Central
DANDY DUPLEX. $100,00, 2-bdrms, ld!1s, pets,
NE, Student Specials: $89.95 pl\ls tax buys you I)
welcome. 262·17$1, Valley Rcntnls, $30,00 fee, 9/2
ABSOLUTE BARGAIN, Utilities paid, 2-bc.Jrms, basic floorfr~tme, 2) sarew Jjnc:r,' J}any ~izc waterbed
plllio, kids, pets ok. $135.00. 262~!751, ValleY mlltrC::S$ (3-ycar guarantee), 4)foam comfort pad. 2688455. 9/3!
Rental~. $30.00 fee. 9/2
BICYCLE LQCKS! Be~tt price in town on Ill rated
Closr. !G UNM; 1-\:ledroorn, air, only $75,00. Call
eitadel.\ocka g)Jarant!;Cd agaJns~ theft Up tO $J50,QO,
now. 26l-175 I, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee, 91.2
We also stock master locks and chains, R.C. Hallett's
AGGRAVATED? 2-bdrms, $135,00; good & clean, 2I2Z Coal Pl. SE, 843·9378. 9/6
262~175 I, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fcc. 9/2
Fenced privacy; (.bedroom available soon, $95,00, WELCOME BACK SALE. L(lVis $7.9$ Qnd undel!
'brushed dc:nlm pants only -$4,75; blouses, $4,50; at
no lcllse, 262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee:. 9/2
California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central, acros$ frorn
UNM. 266-6872. 8/31
CAMERAS, LENSES, ENLARGERS, darki·oom
and pl10to items. We buy, sell and trade. Wilson
Camera, 3107 Central, NE. 9/1
BI\CK TO SCHOOL bicycle sale: New and used
bicycles, Gltanc, Stella, Motobecane and other On() GENTLY DRIVEN 1971 Buick Ele<:tra-225, 294makes. Best prices on repairs, largest selection of 7462, 9/1
parts and accesorles In the SW. Prices you can afford,
R.C. Halletts, 2122 Coal Place SE. 2 blks from
UNM, off Yale between Lead & Coal, 843·9378. 9/6

5.

FORSALE

ZO USED PORTABLE TYs, $30 Io $60, 44I
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/15

WANTED, Tutor for Math. 181, $4.00/hr. Tucs, &
Call26~·67n

1971 CZ JAWA Street/trail,
$2Bl.OO. 298-'\9l6 912

NEED PLEASANT and attractive girls for escorl
service, Cal1243-7313. 9/2
WORKING MOTHER needs reliable person to
transport child to school during noon hour, M-F.
255-6495 arter 5 pm. 9/3

Extras included.

EMPLOYMENT

EXPERIENC.ED WAITERS & Waitresses needed,
also a dishwnsher, Apply at the Morning Glory Cafe,
~933 Monte Vista NE; 4-6 P,M., Tuesday thru
friday, 8/30
PART-TIME JOB: Saii!S, flexible hou.-s, gQod pay.
Possible full-time during breaks. Call: Phil Franczyk,
'C.L,U., 294-2830.

9/30

NEED DAOYSI'fTER in the Monte Vista school area
lmmc:dinle)y, Cali26R·044R, aftcr4. 8/31
PART TIME: men & women sales clerks.,..... $locking.
Must be over 2Jyc"rs o)d, Apply in perlion, no phone
calls. SAVJ;!-WA Y. liquor ~tares, 5516 Mimaul Blvd,,
,NE & .5704 Lomas NE.
9/22
WBLL PAYING PART-TIME JOB available, We
will coordinate with your school schedule. Apply in
person Dcr Wiencrschnitzcl, 4201 Ccntr<~l or 58to
Mcnual, NE. 9/1
STUDENT EMPLOYEES NEEDED to help on
lunch line; 10:3(1 am to clo~ing. See Mrs. Compton,
La Pos11da Dining Hall after 11 am. 9/1

7.

8/:Z9

i

TRAVEL

LOCAL CAR POOLS at lTC·. 12-6,265-9860 9/2
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS'? THINK about it now!
Reservations at intercontinental Travel Centre, 12-6,
255-6830

912

COPIES3Yzc
J'<~

Overnight

KINKO'S·
No Miniin"m
2312 Cent. SE 268.8515

•

...,..,.--....... PI~ilatCielphia Story: 8:30

·Students
$1 25 Every
Mon. & Tues.

Complete Show:

8:00

ROGERS DRUMS w/double bas~ & Zildjians,
stands, etc. $500.000 {firm), 877·0642, 8/31

9/I

1940

LIBERATED RADJO for Lesbians and Gay Men,
7:30pm', September I, on 90.1 FM. 9/J
C:::OMMUTERS WANTED to UNM. Leaving San~a
re at 7:00am & returning al6:00 pm Monday-Friday.

Katharine Hepburn '

Cary Grant

Jame,:·Stewart

PLUSMOVIETONE NEWS
MOUSE"
iNFERIOR FEELING'"

47!·69Z4 9/I

SENIOR OR GRADUATE STUDENTS in planning,
journalism, public '!dministration or business wanted
for 12-week full-time paid WICHE internships in
New Mexico. Call (303) 443·6144 collect for further-

GONE WITH THE WIND
SUNSHINE THEATRE

Information. 9/1

COLOR 1939

CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING

REFLEXOLOGY, Christine Jensen,
Donation, 242-7613. 9/16
FREE, COCKER PUPPY; female, 6 weeks, Cnl1256t475 after S pm.
FOOT

2.

excellent con•

Thurs.

6.

0

.g

C~mpmobile;

d!Uon: rebuilt engine: priced 1osel1; 266-1638, 912

LOST AND FOUND

DOO IN NORTH VALLEY two weeks ago. Medium
size, black & 1an colorlns. If seen please call 344ms. BIZ9
·
LOST CAT: 300- block Stanford SE; orange, long·
haired; female; green collar w/ 11 Harmony" on tag.
262·0365 or 305 Stanford SE. 8/31

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A completi: typing and

W ateh For The

N•wM•xica
Daily Laba

Grand Opening
Of The

editorialsyslem. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charls& tables. 345·2125. 10/15
CLASSICAL OUITAR INSTRUCTION, Masicr's

Degree In Music. 255·8114. 9/2
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Call PENM 84Z·lZOO. tf•
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP n•d Pholography
Oa\l!!r)' Is l1 block from Johnson Oym on Cornell.
Special order servic~. tfn
TYI'JNG: MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564. fs
WILL TUTOR: Spanish, English, composilion. 24Ja
!073.

4.

9/I6

HOUSING

PRIVATE HOME has room for 3 ladles. I single
bedroom & bedroom for 2 sharing. $100/montb
include<; everything & access to house. 242.. 1046 or
265-2S34. 8129
TWO bEDROOM APARTMENT. three block:s from
UMN. Z6B-2835, am

FOR SALE
I

Two houses near University.
Two bedrooms each. Need
some repair. Reasonably
priced. Contact Jess Reid,
CAUGHRAN REALTY. 2555521, Res. 255-9041.

The New Mexico Daily Lobo
will be sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country every
day this semester for $6.50 or
for two semesters and weekly
during the summer session
for $10.00. Subscriptions may
be placed in Marron Hall
room 131, or may be mailed
to:
New Mexico Daily Lobo
UNM Box 20
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Subway Station
Itt The Student Union Basement

on Friday and Saturday

September 2 & 3
Featuring
Live EntertainJnent
Food And Refreshments
Presented By The ASUl\TM
Popular Entertainment
Committee

~

•

Ne\N Mexico DailyL·obo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the beading
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
(circle one): I. Personals;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

•

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance · ·

'

Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $_ _ _ _ Placed by - - - - - - Telephon..,__ _ _ __

,_

Marron Hall, Room 105
- Mail To
UNM Box 2Q, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

.L

.

